
Product Features

Vlog Shooting Portrait Switch 300mAh Battery Triangle Bracket 

360 Infinite
Horizontal Rotation 

Object Tracking Face Tracking Smart Shooting 

o360

Object Tracking
Tracks every moment made frame to frame!

o360  Infinite
Horizontal Rotation

o360

Follows you like a CAMERAMAN would, shoots lucid shots!

Easy To Carry
Carry it wherever you go, and pocket your

memories forever!

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS :

www.portronics.com o Package Contents: Modesk Auto (360 Object Tracking Holder)

999/-`
MRP

MODESK AUTO
o  

360 Object Tracking Holder

Vlog
Shooting Mode

Smart Shooting Mode Vlog Shooting Mode

Get the best of stills and shots with a

combination of smart shooting mode

& vlog shooting mode!

Infuse Emotions Into Your Shots: Taking pictures and videos but with the right touch 

of emotions became just easier! The motions will add the perfect dimensions that 

your pictures and videos need.

Your Very Own “Cameraman”: It literally follows you like a cameraman would! An 

inexpensive way to shoot HD quality videos and shots without even any extra 

assistance! And best part, it doesn’t even need a break! 

360 Infinite Horizontal Rotation: The mobile holder has several consistent features, 

this one being the most prominent. The holder can rotate freely in 360 and take real 

time shots in a very precise manner. 

Gimbal Head: A gimbal head allows for fluid movements whether shooting in 

landscape or portrait format.They're the ideal tool for panning with your subject when 

using a very long lens.

Object Tracking: The mobile holder is upgraded with the latest sensory technology to 

allow for the best of the shots in frame to be taken. It real time moves to track the 

subject movement and capture the frame well.

Face Tracking: The mobile holder can track face or faces for the frame set and 

capture in perfect shots. This feature also allows for facial focus and lets you take 

pictures or videos that have the face/faces as the centre of attraction of the shots.

Smart Shooting Mode: A feature that can even beat GoPro in its being! Without even 

fidgeting about a mixture of features you can just rely on the mobile holder to do the 

job precisely and with absolute stealth!

Vlog Shooting Mode: If you are a vlogger or a blogger then this is probably going to be 

your right hand. In case you didn’t get the innuendo wait till you use the Vlog Shooting 

Mode, this feature surely fixes all the jits in your shot positioning whenever you are 

shooting.

AI Composition: The mobile holder is truly the epitome of futuristic tech. With its swift 

interface and truly compatible UI/UX, the Modest Auto is entirely going to transform 

your views on tripod tech. 

Portrait Switch: This mode allows for horizontal to portrait switch in a fraction of 

seconds. The interface is almost instantaneous and gives out stunning shots that are 

almost DSLR worthy! 

Triangle Bracket: This feature lets the gimbal head of the mobile holder latch onto a 

tripod. So if you are shooting professionally and in a static set, this will ensure that the 

altitude is just perfect for the shoots.

Wide Compatibility Across iOS and Android: No matter which category, your 

smartphone falls in the mobile holder and is compatible accordingly. Plus it has 

dedicated app for each iOS and Android to ensure a smooth experience. 

Model  :  Modesk Auto

Product Code  :  POR 1523 (Black)

Support Devices  :  50 to 100mm

Max Payload  :  Upto 245gm

Battery  :  300mAh

Weight  :  185gm approx

Product Size  :  81 X 81 X 162mm 


